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House of Commons Defence Select Committee Royal Marines – call 
for evidence 

Third Report of Session 2017-19, Sunset for the Royal Marines? The 
Royal Marines and UK amphibious capability (HC 622). 
 
Enclosed is an extract from the letter sent by CSPH on 20th December 2017. 
 
[QUOTE] 

Ref: Possible Changes to the Royal Marines and UK Amphibious Forces  
 
[SIC] 
 
The Royal Marines need to be seen as the specialist Naval Infantry that they are 
 

• Neither their Arctic training or the frequency of their Helmand roulement operational tours 
make them that though aided by both in a general sense 

• Whilst the Army can develop those amphibious skills it would be an unnecessary and 
pointless replication when we have them so strongly in the RM 

• It is the generally higher RM motivation and their operating focus in the littorals that makes 
them the specialised Naval Infantry they are  

• Their littoral focus reflects the location of the 75% of mega cities in the coastal areas & the 
70% of the world’s population living within 100 km of a coastline 

• Being familiar with that littoral environment makes the Royal Marines a UK strategic military 
asset 

 
Global Britain necessitates global engagement 
 

• A highly developed littoral capability is a key component to it 

• Naval Infantry unable to operate at the highest level from the highest capability maritime 
platforms waste resource and enhance the risk of failure 

• Diminishing their ability to be the strategic asset that they are diminshes UK standing in the 
world as its consequence 

 
A post-EU UK/European special relationship is one highly predicated on UK defence and security 
capabilities 
 

• “Maritime UK” delivers the former by its 4 top tier capabilities in its Aircraft Carriers, Nuclear 
Attack S/M’s, Strategic Nuclear Deterrent & the Amphibious   

• Only the UK and the USA have these 4 power projection capabilities and the UK its power 
sustainment ones by the RFA fleet 

• A future special relationship with EU can be confirmed by adding a Ballistic Missile Defence 
capability to our Type 45’s 
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• And to deepen that far from considering a diminution of our Amphibious capability it should 
be grown 

• This requires the current amphibious fleet and current ORBAT of 3 Cdo Bde RM to be 
maintained 

• HMS Ocean has another 20 years hull life in it and its disposal should be re-considered 

• The new Carriers are strategic national assets and will be at risk by amphibious use 
 
To enhance Global Britain 
 

• Both the dedicated amphibious fleet and the Royal Marines should be grown 
 
On an unrelated Type 31e point : 
 

• So dense are the submarine fleets in Asia that one can now “walk across the Malaccan Straits 
on the conning towers of the combined Asian S/M Fleets” 

• Therefore the opportunity for the UK to build an export-winning and highly capable ASW 
platform is high 

• If though Type 31e is to be cheap then it will also be noisy thereby 

• Denying its ability to play a highly capable ASW role and so 

• Diminishing its very exportability” 
 
[UNQUOTE] 
 
 


